from the Sun's core [1] . These protons act as the "carrier gas" that maintains mass separation in the Sun, covering its surface with lightweight elements [1] . Until recently it was widely assumed that H-fusion generates stellar luminosity and that H, He, C, N, and other light elements are plentiful inside ordinary stars. Since the probability of four hydrogen atoms fusing into a helium atom is small, the late Hans Bethe [2] proposed in 1939 that 12 C serves as a catalyst for the fusion of hydrogen into helium via the CNO cycle in the core of the Sun:
1. d. In 1977 solar-induced variations in the geomagnetic field first hinted that the Sun might be a pulsar [14] that formed on the collapsed core of a supernova [15] .
Earlier this year Mozina [16, 17] Fig. 1 , generating an "electrified gas" that heats the corona [20] .
The next section will show how the results of γ-ray spectrometry on the RHESSI spacecraft is the key that unlocks the mystery of several of these puzzling solar observations and reveals new details of the Sun's operation and the location of its CNO cycle [2, 3] . Fig. 1 . This is a false color image taken with NASA's TRACE spacecraft of ultraviolet light emitted as loops of electrified gas are "heated to temperatures 300 times greater than the Sun's visible surface" [20] . The most intense heating (white regions) occurs at the base of the magnetic loops, where the fields emerge from and return to the solar surface. γ-Ray spectroscopy of another flare event with the RHESSI spacecraft [21] reveals annihilation of the positrons made in the discharge loops by steps 2 and 5 of the CNO cycle and capture of the neutrons made by the competing reactions, 
II. NEW EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The RHESSI spacecraft was launched on 5 Feb 2002 for the purpose of studying the process of particle acceleration and energy release in solar flares. The spectrometer on board is designed to provide simultaneous, high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy of solar flares, from 3 keV X-rays to 17 MeV γ-rays with high time resolution. Fig 2 shows four sequential time frames 
III. CONCLUSIONS
The above findings [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] N at the surface of the Sun over geologic time [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and now makes these unstable or rare isotopes in electrical discharge loops of solar flares [21] . [12, 13, 17, 19] , H-fusion via the CNO cycle [2] might have occurred deep in the Sun. We look forward to other explanations for these findings [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
